Fourier series and related harmonic methods have been demonstrably effective for identifying and characterizing the seasonal behavior, or phenology, of a variety of terrestrial vegetation communities using Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) time series from earth-orbiting satellites. The ultimate temporal resolution of such applications has been limited, however, by the common practice of truncating, or low pass filtering, harmonic series to relatively low order terms in order to suppress spurious oscillations in the model results. The temporal resolution of these techniques can be significantly improved if, along with a weighted minimization of the sum of the squared data residuals tracking the upper envelope of observed data, we also enforce an expectation of minimum model roughness to dampen spurious oscillations in predicted values. The resulting annual models have resolutions consistent with the application of special transcendental forms, such as asymmetric Gaussian and logistic (sigmoidal) functions, recently reported in the literature.
Introduction and motivation

Using harmonic analysis to model the seasonal cycles of terrestrial vegetation from satellite data
For over three decades, a principal objective of earth-orbiting satellite observations has been to develop a continuous record of large scale plant phenology − the response of vegetation to changes in season and variations in climate − on the earth's surface (Rouse et al., 1973; Tucker et al., 1985 Tucker et al., , 1986 Reed et al., 1994 , Menenti et al., 1993 Myneni et al., 1998) . The longest, most consistent type of data available for such studies is comprised of weekly, bi-weekly or monthly 1 x 1 km pixel composites of the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR) on board NOAA polar-orbiting satellites. Historically, the focus of such studies has included modeling land surface-lower atmosphere coupling; detecting the response of vegetation to longer term trends of climate change; and monitoring short term impacts on vegetation due to droughts, floods and fires. Generally speaking, an integral component of these investigations involves developing mathematical models of NDVI time series to minimize the effects of noise and data dropouts on signal quality, while providing functional forms for extracting information on the amplitude and phase of various modes in the underlying signal. Since one of the most common behaviors of vegetation is the recurrent response to seasonal cycles of green-up and senescence, it is natural that among the preferred techniques for analyzing these patterns have been various forms of Fourier, harmonic or spectral analysis. This report reviews some of the contributions made by such studies, principally to the analysis of AVHRR-NDVI data , suggesting how such traditional methods can be simply adapted for higher resolution applications.
In doing so, we describe the general differences between what Jonsson and Eklundh (2002) refer to as "classical" Fourier methods (such as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)), and those "non-classical" Fourier methods employing general combinations of (non-orthogonal) harmonic series and polynomial forms. The specific applications that are addressed here are those that identify and classify the type of vegetative land cover by quantifying the principal phenological attributes of the average annual behavior of vegetation at a site (i.e. pixel). In addition to the total plant productivity, other attributes might include the timing or phase of principal phenological markers such as onset of greenup, peak greenup, beginning of senescence, and so forth. A number of workers have shown that the aggregated attributes of the phenology of specific sites can be used to differentiate land areas based on broad classes of vegetation communities (e.g. Bradley and Mustard, 2005; Bradley et al., 2006) . By comparing annual behaviors (amplitude and phase) from individual years, it is possible to monitor long term changes in the condition of vegetation at a site, and even detect the long term transition to replacement communities.
It has long been recognized that the higher the resolution of a model, the better one can discriminate between subtle patterns in the data, and differentiate among vegetation classes. However, it has also been recognized that a perennial problem with using conventional Fourier methods is that the higher order terms in a Fourier series needed to capture shorter period fluctuations often generate spurious parasitic oscillations in the modeled response (Jonsson and Eklundh, 2002; Chen et al., 2004) . As discussed in the next section, to deal with such effects workers have tended to truncate their harmonic series to relatively low order terms, with a concomitant loss of resolution. We offer an alternative procedure: a relatively simple extension to Fourier analysis that, along with the typical procedure of minimizing the sum of the squared residuals between observed and predicted data, also enforces an expectation of minimum model roughness. For the examples we have tested, this procedure provides a significantly higher resolution with few oscillatory artifacts. Moody and Johnson (2001) present a comprehensive review of the theory of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and of the literature of the method applied to NDVI data prior to the early 2000's. The DFT is what Jonsson and Eklundh (2002) refer to as a "classical" Fourier analysis. For completeness, and for continuity of notation with the non-classical harmonic method we discuss here, we reproduce the theoretical basis of the DFT below. But first, however, it is useful to reflect on the progress that has been made using conventional Fourier methods. Menenti et al. (1993) were among the first to use Fourier techniques in an application where they monitored the progression of what they termed the "green wave" across sections of Africa in response to rainfall patterns. Azzali and Menenti (2000) continued this work using NDVI data from Southern Africa, noting that the sub-annual harmonics (periods of 3.5 and 4 years) have significant amplitude, suggesting considerable inter-annual variability of the observations. Andres et al. (1994) reduced the Fourier coefficients of an annual stack of 5 years (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) ) of monthly averaged NDVI data for Brazil to power density spectra. Comparing results from equatorial rain forest, mixed deciduous forest and savanna, and agricultural sites, they found a very similar 0 th order term (the DC, or mean value, component), with sufficient differences among the periodic coefficients up to 5 th order to discriminate among the three classes. Using power spectra, however, precludes using phase information, which in turn precludes the use of such key information as the timing of specific phenological episodes that others have found essential for characterizing phenology. Olsson and Eklundh (1994) overcame the latter concern by employing both the amplitude and the phase when using the DFT (discrete Fourier transform) to monitor monthly changes in vegetation patterns for Africa. Using an annual stack of monthly mean values from 1983-1990, they detect distinctly different responses of phenology to the monsoonal cycles for Ethiopia, Zaire, Sudan and Zambia. While they showed that approximately 90% to 98% of the variance of the data could be accounted for by only the 1 st and 2 nd annual harmonics, they apparently used up to the 6 th harmonic to synthesize time series from which they computed such attributes as the timing of the maximum rate of green-up. Roerink et al. (2000) adapted a variation of harmonic analysis to identify and reject cloud-affected NDVI data for a year long sequence of European observations, concluding that only the mean value and two annual harmonics (T = 1 yr and T = 6 months) had significant amplitudes in their data. Moody and Johnson (2001) applied a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to an annual stack of 7 years of discrete AVHRR NDVI data from southern California to assess vegetation dynamics and to classify basic vegetation regions. They were able to reconstruct the intra-annual cycle (that is to say, the average annual seasonal cycles) for the Mediterranean-type climate, demonstrating that the DFT was an extremely effective tool for classifying vegetation types. They were able to discriminate among at least six vegetation types based on the manifestation of phenological behaviors in harmonic amplitudes and phases. They, too, found that only the mean value and two annual harmonics were needed to adequately describe their data.
Prior results of Fourier or harmonic analysis
On the other hand, Jakubauskas et al. (2001) show, for a year long data set from the Great Plains, that periodic terms as high as the 4 th annual harmonic may be significant for discriminating between certain crop types such as corn, alfalfa, pasture, native prairie grasslands and winter wheat, leaving some question as to how high the order should be for truncating a harmonic series (see also Jakubauskas et al., 2002a; 2002b) .
One of the most recent reports to revisit the question of "resolution" is that of Geerken et al. (2005) who apply a DFT to SPOT-derived 1 km NDVI data from the Middle East to classify native rangeland. They synthesize low-pass filtered time series for a lagged-correlation analysis differentiating five rangeland vegetation types. Employing a frequency domain equivalent of low pass filtering, they suppress the highest order terms in their Fourier series to reconstruct a new set of time series that could be cross-correlated for classifying vegetation classes at various sites. They point out that while other studies have concluded that, statistically, most of the variability of annual NDVI cycles is contained in the first two annual Fourier components, for the type of NDVI cycles from their steppe vegetation covers, such low order series are unacceptable for capturing subtle phenological differences between time series. For purposes of their study, significant phenology-related information is present in at least five annual harmonics (although the amplitudes of the 2 or 3 highest members of this series are usually down-weighted for stability). In fact, even 5 th order annual harmonic series are inadequate to describe the NDVI cycles originating from the high elevation mountainous terrains, or from seasonally flooded low-land areas. Up to 8 th order annual harmonic series are required to capture the behavior of short-lived grasses.
Alternatives to classical DFT or FFT harmonic analysis ____________
Although the DFT is among the most popular methods employed for analyzing NDVI data, Fourier-based methods tend to generate spurious oscillations in the modeled NDVI time series unless the order of the series is kept low. This can be done either explicitly through simply truncating the harmonic series, keeping only low order terms, or implicitly through down-weighting or tapering the amplitudes of higher order members of the series. In either case, there is a concomitant concern with diminishing the resolution of key phenological markers such as the start and rate of green-up, duration of the green season, and the start and rate of senescence (c.f., Jonsson and Eklundh, 2002; Chen et al., 2004) . Recent developments have shown that concerns with the trade-off between stability and resolution are ameliorated to some degree by employing local functional forms, such as asymmetric Gaussian functions Eklundh, 2002, 2004; Chen et al., 2004) and asymmetric logistic (sigmoidal) functions (Zhang et al., 2003; Beck et al., 2006; Fisher et al., 2006) . Such transcendental forms can be fit to observed data by adjusting only a few control parameters, naturally ensuring stability in the resultant model. However, for complicated phenology, such as instances where there may be several growth and/or die-back events in an annual cycle, resolution might be lost unless multiple sets of intra-annual basis functions are invoked, significantly adding to the complexity of implementing the algorithm.
The Savitzky-Golay filter (cf. Press et al., 1992) , first applied to NDVI data by Jonsson and Eklundh (2004) , was adapted by Chen et al. (2004) to effectively analyze a broad range of vegetation classes from mainland China. In comparing results from a variety of methods, including the Fourier-based fitting method of Sellers et al. (1994) , Chen et al. (2004) conclude that of the methods they assessed, the Savitzky-Golay filter method and the Best Index Slope Extraction (BISE) method of Viovy et al. (1992) obtained almost identical results for most of the test pixels they studied, and were uniformly superior to other methods. The Fourier-based fitting method that they applied obtained the smoothest fitted curve, but showed a large displacement away from the original NDVI values. The relatively poorer fit is even more obvious when the Fourierbased fitting method was used with irregular or asymmetric NDVI time series. They argue that these displacements can be explained by the fact that the method depends critically on symmetric sine and cosine functions whereas the annual behavior of vegetation cycles tends to be seasonally asymmetric. In addition, they point out that their Fourier based fitting method also generates spurious oscillations in the synthesized NDVI time series. In reviewing the latter work, it is our view that the poorer data fit of the Fourier method seems to be largely a consequence of the authors truncating their harmonic series at low order in order to minimize oscillatory artifacts, substantially limiting the resolution of their application. The following discussion describes an alternative procedure whereby the resolution of the Fourier method is increased by increasing the order of the series, while any tendency toward oscillatory behavior is concurrently damped by minimizing model roughness.
Adapting Fourier analysis to higher resolution applications
Review of the classical Fourier series
To review the concept of the Fourier series and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), of which the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is a special case, the reader will recall that a set of observed data at times t represented by can be approximated in the least square sense over an interval t o to t o + T, where t o is the origin time and T is the period of record (or record length) by a finite Fourier series ( ) (2), where ), so that the sum of the squared residuals
is globally minimized. This is the usual starting point for "fitting" data using classical Fourier series, or for applying what is often referred to as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is usually convenient to set 0 o t = (although by no means required for all cases). For data that are sampled at a uniform interval in time t ∆ , the time base in (2) becomes . For the DFT, the fundamental period T is set to the record length (plus one sample), so that T N
( 1) , for 1 to
In this case, the optimal values for the coefficients are given by
where clearly the amplitudes of the respective harmonic components, the and , are readily computed as simple sums of products.
For completeness of our discussion on the classical Fourier series we mention the time domain sampling theorem (Papoulis, 1962) , which simply states that if the Fourier transform of a function is zero above a specific cutoff frequency ( ) y t c f , then the value of is determined for all t by only its values at the respective sampling times , where
. Conversely, the required cutoff frequency (or what some call the "Nyquist frequency") for data sampled at a uniform interval of
A theorem corresponding to this in the frequency domain under the same sampling conditions states that if the respective harmonic components, the J F Hermance 0 a and all the and , are known for all harmonics from the 0-th, or the mean value term , up to the cutoff frequency, which would correspond to the harmonic, then the value of can be determined from the synthesis given by (2) for all t (even for those arbitrary times interpolated between those times for which was sampled). In other words for data uniformly sampled in time having spectral components less than the cutoff frequency, a complete representation of the data consists of a total of
= independent Fourier coefficients, where N is the number of observed data. (For a comprehensive discussion, see Press et al., 1992.) Although the latter considerations are essential for many applications of Fourier analysis, the tendency for analyzing NDVI data is to use Fourier series as a tool for "smoothing" data, in an attempt to reduce noise. Thus, while in principle it is possible, for example, when analyzing weekly NDVI composites (i.e. 52 samples/year), to obtain independent information from the 26 th annual harmonic, typically only the first few harmonics are used in practice.
Fundamental differences between classical and non-classical harmonic analysis.
Consider the following form of a non-classical Fourier series:
(after Jonsson and Eklundh, 2002) where the leading expression on the right hand side is a general L th order polynomial to account for long term, often non-linear trends in the data. Determining the respective coefficients now becomes somewhat more involved. The fact that, for our DFT in the previous section, the and in (4) have such simple forms is due to the intrinsic orthogonality of the basis functions. By "orthogonality" we mean the following. Two functions, and , are orthogonal over a given time interval , providing their scalar product is zero, or
This is generally not the case for an arbitrary combination of sine and cosine functions, but does apply for the very stringent conditions defined above for the DFT, principally that the data are uniformly sampled in time, the fundamental period is the record length, and no fractional harmonics are permitted. Moreover, there are no other functional parameters, like polynomial terms as in (5) of greater order than the mean value (0 th order). All of these expectations and exclusions are, in fact, the underpinning requirements of the discrete Fourier transform as usually defined and applied, particularly in the NDVI literature. In order to generalize our application to the non-classical Fourier method, the following remarks underscore some of the principal differences between the classical method normally used in the literature and the non-classical approach (following Ecklund, 2002, 2004 ) expanded upon here.
____________
N
To begin, we should recall the steps taken implicitly or explicitly to achieve the minimization. of (3). We will do this using a matrix formulation whereby all the observed data , predicted data , for 
and the basis functions used in (2), evaluated at the respective times of observations are assembled into an N by P matrix having the form , 1 to 
We can express the data values predicted by our model in matrix notation as
In this formulation, the N values of observed data in (7) do not have to be sampled at uniform intervals, nor do the sampling times even need to be monotonically increasing or decreasing. By minimizing the sum of the squared differences between the observed data and the predicted values from above, one arrives at the following penalty matrix
where we have suppressed the subscripts i and j to simplify the notation. 
If, in the mathematical sense, the basis functions are orthogonal on the interval (at the times at which the data were observed), according to (6) the sum of these crossproducts would be zero. Since, for the latter case But it should now be clear that this simplification is not applicable to the case where the basis functions are not orthogonal on the interval, as for the basis functions of what we refer to as the non-classical Fourier series in (5). The penalty for the more flexible and often-times more practical choice of basis functions is that one has to solve the complete matrix form; in other words. "invert" the matrix form (10) to solve for [ ] p . In our view, however, this is a small penalty to pay for the computational advantages gained. This "non-classical" harmonic analysis is every bit as valid as the classical approach, if not more so for many applications (such as when data are not uniformly sampled in time), yet more flexible in allowing one to use a more natural, in some cases more efficient, assemblage of functional forms to model the data, without the typical assumptions required for applying classical harmonic analysis such as the DFT and FFT. In fact, if the application calls for it, the trigonometric terms do not even have to be "harmonics" of a common base period T. The frequency of each basis function can be reassigned a general value / k T k f quite arbitrarily by the analyst as convenience (and the application) warrants.
Fitting the "upper envelope" of observed data: weighted least squares
If one were to introduce preferential "weights" to certain data, then the penalty relation (10) can be generalized to the form
where usually it is assumed that residuals are uncorrelated between time samples, so that the weighting matrix can be expressed in the diagonal form [ ] 
Of particular relevance to the present study is the contribution of Sellers et al. (1994) who show how the masking effect of clouds and other sources of data dropouts can be minimized by adapting a weighted least-squares harmonic analysis to directly produce an upper envelope of the observed data. They achieve this by using a weighted least-squares procedure such that higher values of observed data are up-weighted and lower values of observed data are down-weighted. Their approach has been refined and recently applied to significant advantage by Jonsson and Eklundh (2002; . This asymmetric weighting is an essential component of our proposed procedure, with the addition of minimizing model roughness to enable the modeling algorithm to include higher order harmonics while remaining stable, as discussed below.
Minimizing local model roughness
Much of the literature to date shows a tendency to minimize the order of the harmonic series in (2) or (5) to stabilize (or regularize) the model so as to minimize spurious parasitic oscillations. In the procedure described here, we employ a modeling technique that implicitly minimizes local model roughness, whereby as an integral component of the intrinsically over-determined optimization procedure we minimize the sum of the squared values of the second derivative of the function over a local interval of interest, such as during the dormant months. In numerical terms 2 2 Roughness ( )
____________
This condition is implemented, for example referring to relation (5), by noting that the second derivative term within the square brackets in (14) becomes
which, upon substituting for the square bracketed term in (14), leads to the following expression for model roughness over the interval from start i to :
where the leading summation over i from start i to implies that the squared term in brackets in (16) is sequentially computed at each specified time for which observed data are available, and for which we want the predicted model values to have two attributes: the first is that we would like to minimize the misfit between the observed and the predicted data, and the second is that we would like the resulting model to have minimum roughness. Clearly, the latter condition will involve a trade-off in how well we optimize the first, the data misfit, condition. While the times over which these joint conditions are applied can be arbitrarily assigned, for the present application we tend to minimize roughness during the dormant months when one would expect fluctuations in vegetative productivity to be minimum, but when data dropouts due to increased cloud cover at some sites tend to be more common, resulting in fewer "control points" on data fits. For our study area, at mid-latitude in North America, we tend to preferentially damp our model roughness during the dormant season starting the end of one year at t = 0.9 yr (25 Nov) to the next year in the spring at t = 0.2 yr (13 Mar). Of course in general this will depend on latitude and other site specific factors For data from the southern hemisphere (not shown here), we have had to shift this damping interval to (25 May) to (19 Oct), but again the precise time interval when dormancy is most pronounced will be site dependent. 
. These functionals provide the elements of additional rows in the matrix in (9), operating on specific combinations of model parameters , namely for 2 , and and
Each additional row, of course, corresponds to a specific observed time at which roughness is being minimized. The left hand side of (9) will have zeros in these respective rows, since ideally the predicted roughness should be zero. Just as we introduced weighting into the original least-squares procedure in (12), we employ "roughness weighting" to balance the trade-off between data fit and, for the latter discussion, minimum roughness. We currently weight the above roughness criteria using a Gaussian-shaped window over the respective time interval.
The "weight" of this smoothing operation can be adjusted for different expected outcomes. In our application we tend to attach higher weights to smoothness during the dormant season than during the growing season and summer. Thus, with proper design, we can carry non-classical Fourier series to higher orders without incurring significant spurious effects, while more closely tracking intra-annual variations.
Examples of non-classical Fourier analysis with roughness damping
Details on data employed
3.1.1. AVHRR NDVI data. The data we employ are weekly and bi-weekly composites of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometers (AVHRR) normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) scaled from -1.0 to 1.0, with missing data assigned values of 99. This is a standard data product available from the U.S. Geological Survey's National Center for Earth Observation and Science (EROS, 2005 , an update of Eidenshink, 1992; Eidenshink and Faundeen, 1994; and Teillet et al., 2000) . The drift due to sensor degradation that was originally a problem with the early use of these data is now largely compensated for in pre-processing before delivery, and the NDVI data that are currently supplied by EROS are contiguous time series of calibrated, georegistered, maximum NDVI composites at 1 km resolution with a precision that, for our study area, we have found to be on the order of 0.5 km compared to state and federal GIS data bases.
Study area. Data examples are drawn from the 150 150
× km study area of the Great Basin in west-central Nevada shown in Figure 1 . This particular area is comprised of a broad range of vegetation classes. Non-vegetated playas and alkali salt flats have annual NDVI values on the order of 0.07, whereas the montane shrubland data used for our examples here have seasonal maxima on the order of 0.5, and our stable agriculture sites, maintained by irrigation, have NDVI values greater than 0.7. Features on this map are projected into the natural coordinate system for AVHRR NDVI data as supplied by the EROS data center (Lambert Equal Area Azimuthal coordinates).
[Insert Figure 1 about here.] 3.2. Example 1: Modeling the seasonal phenology of montane shrubland data ____________ 3.2.1. Characteristic behavior of multi-year phenology for montane shrubland. We apply our computation technique to a one year segment -1996 -of the montane shrubland data shown in Figure 2 . The top panel in Figure 2 shows 7 year time series of NDVI values simultaneously sampled at 44 montane shrubland sites in the Destoya Mountains, a relatively high elevation mountain range in our study area. The sampled data are from 44 contiguous, 1 km AVHRR "pixels" in an area approximately 4 km E-W and 11 km N-S. From orthophoto imagery, none of the area appears to be under active agriculture and all sites are considered to be natural. The median time series is shown in the bottom panel at each one week (1995-1999) or biweekly (2000-2001) sampling interval. Following previous authors in the literature, for this example we will employ only a single year's data. However, we show 7 years of data in order to identify typical phenological behaviors that would, ideally, be retained in our selected representative year. Clearly, the data exhibit a strong annual cycle, with many of the extreme annual variations typical of sites in other regions of North America and the world, particularly at higher elevations or latitudes. There are relatively strong NDVI values during the growing season, with anomalously low, non-vegetative values of NDVI during the dormant season. The very rapid "green-up" of the montane sites in most years is more due to the rapid disappearance of snow cover than to such a rapid response in photosynthetic activity. Another attribute of the montane shrubland data is the sharp, short term "pulse" crowning the growing season -the rapid development and senescence of shallow-rooted high elevation grasses and understory -followed by a longer term green "shoulder" sustained by more deeply rooted leafy shrubs. A test of our modeling procedure is whether it can detect and track the principal attributes visually apparent in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the fit, using various forms of modeling conditions, of a non-classical 6 th order Fourier series to a single year (1996) of representative montane shrubland data. Panel A is a simple unweighted LS fit of a 6 th order Fourier series to the data. The overall behavior might be quite acceptable for some applications, however there may be several characteristics of such a model that could pose problems for other analyses. First, the model tends to fit the mid-range of local variations in the data, so that the effect of cloud cover, for example, would tend to downward bias peak values, with corresponding implications for underestimating peak and total photosynthetic productivity. Also, there is a tendency toward oscillatory artifacts; for this example this is particularly apparent during the transition in NDVI values from the peak greenup at approximately 1996.5 to the early fall "shoulder" of values at approx. 1996.65.
Refined modeling of one year's phenology.
[Insert Figure 3 about here.]
Panel B illustrates the effect of asymmetric weighting the observed data, as suggested by Sellers et al. (1994) , to preferentially fit the upper data envelope of observations. Note the tendency, compared to Panel A, of the model to fit the maximum data values, rather than the local mid-range. However, the oscillatory behavior of the model early in the year does not seem to be tracking the general behavior of the data, and could be an undesired artifact for some applications. We accordingly apply roughness damping, or smoothing, to the model in Panel C. The latter case, however, illustrates the effect of being over-zealous in roughness damping -the model in Panel C appears overly "stiff", and unresponsive to the detailed behavior of the observed data. Upper data envelope weighting is responsible for the tendency of the model in this panel to fit the higher data values, but the model is too stiff to track the fine structure of the data. Panel D, in our view, represents an optimal balance between series order (6 th order in this case), upper envelope weighting and roughness damping.
The effect of extending the order of the harmonic series in order to increase the resolution of detail is illustrated in Figure 4 which shows a refined version of a nonclassical Fourier series fit to the same observations as Figure 3 . This model attempts to capture some of the more subtle details in the temporal variations of the observed data (for example the transition between the early summer maximum and the later summer and early fall "shoulder") .
[Insert Figure 4 about here.]
To do so, the order of the non-classical Fourier series is increased to the 10 th order, while adjusting the asymmetric weights for fitting the upper data envelope, and the weights assigned to roughness damping. Whether the difference in the results of the 6 th order fit in Figure 3 (Panel D) and those of the 10 th order fit in Figure 4 would warrant the additional computational effort for a large-scale regional or global analysis would be determined by the analyst and the objective of the study. For either the 6 th order or the 10 th order model, the results are relatively flat during the dormant season at the beginning of the year, but are able to identify the onset of green-up, tracking the timing and the amplitudes of the peak values and the late summer shoulder in the observed data quite well.
Example 2: Determining an average annual model from multi-year time series
For certain applications, such as large scale regional and global studies, a useful product has been constructed from "stacking" data from individual sites over a number of years to form an average annual model of mean NDVI values over a complete seasonal cycle. In doing so, one needs to account for the fact that year-to-year NDVI samples are not annually synchronous; they are not produced at the same relative time-of-year, so that one might need to average data in time "bins" (such as monthly intervals) rather than directly computing instantaneous mean values. In addition, one needs to account for baseline drift from year-to-year, which if not considered might tend to artificially increase the uncertainty in estimating details in the intra-annual variations. These concerns, of course, can be readily addressed. However, this might involve a series of ad hoc preconditioning steps, such as detrending before the analysis, etc.
As an alternative, we suggest that a preferred method for determining an average annual model follows quite naturally from the following considerations. First, the principal objective is to recover the underlying mean annual variations for a site that are largely driven by typical seasonal climatic processes. Second, we assert that determining a meaningful, long term statistical measure of the expected response of a vegetation community to average seasonal climate variations is better determined from multi-year data than from any single year. Third, there may (more than likely) be longer term background environmental trends in the data driven by inter-annual climatic variations (such as shifting weather patterns due to an El Nino, etc.). If so, these are, in some sense, actual "signals" in the data, albeit transient and often non-cyclic over typical periods of record of less than a decade or so. Hence, for internal consistency one should solve for these longer term behaviors simultaneously with solving for the amplitude and phase of the harmonic signals. (As an aside, these inter-annual fluctuations, and more rapid intraannual variations, may be the topic of an investigation in their own right. , review alternative procedures for dealing with more abrupt changes in plant productivity that might be particularly useful for monitoring inter-annual fluctuations from such natural factors as drought, floods, fire, storms, as well as various anthropogenic factors such as land use conversion and variations in agricultural practice. However, the present report is principally concerned with estimating the average annual variation pattern as a baseline for vegetation behavior.) Fourth, we have the practical attributes of the data to consider, among which are that observations are non-uniformly sampled in time, tend to be downward biased from their true value due to clouds and atmospheric effects, and often contain drop-outs and extended periods of missing values. With the above concerns in mind, Figure 5 illustrates the results of applying the non-classical Fourier method to a 7 year long time series of stable agricultural data constructed from the median of 20 irrigated sites in our Great Basin, NV, study area. For this example, the principal objective is to extract the average annual phenology for this class of vegetation. The computation begins (not shown here) with a simple unweighted LS fit of the non-classical harmonic series in relation (5). This is done here using a 6 th order series of annual harmonics, superimposed on a 4 th order 7 year polynomial trend, without weights and without any implicit smoothing. Residuals are computed from the difference between the observed data and values predicted from this simple model. The non-classical harmonic series is now recomputed using weighted LS and simultaneously "polished" by an implicit "damping" of the composite function during the dormant season, with an independent option to dampen roughness throughout the year, if needed. The model result shown in Figure 5 uses six cosine and six sine coefficients having fundamental periods of 12, 6, 4, 3, 2.4 and 2.0 months, respectively. The underlying polynomial in (5) is a simple 4th order polynomial for the complete 7 year period of record.
As seen in Figure 5 , tendencies toward possible instabilities in the model are suppressed by the expectation of minimum roughness of the synthesized time series. The relatively flat NDVI values during the green season is captured relatively well by the 6 th order harmonic series, as is the timing of maximum rate of green-up for most years. The results appear to be immune to data dropouts, and maxima are generally tracked quite well.
Example 3: Using an average annual model to interpolate through a data gap
A significant feature of the non-classical Fourier series approach is that an average annual model can be computed from non-contiguous data from multiple years. This is particularly useful when dealing with substantial data gaps such as during late 1994 when the AVHRR sensor on board NOAA-11 failed, causing a loss of data until a new satellite, NOAA-14, could be launched. NDVI data from a montane shrubland site including the time of instrument failure at approximately 1994.7 are shown in Figure 6 , with a recursive version of our non-classical harmonic model superposed. The modeling algorithm smoothly interpolates estimated values throughout the end-of-1994 data gap.
[Insert Figure 6 about here.]
Onset of green-up in 1993, 1994, 1996, 1997 and 1999 are well represented, and consistent among these years. The lateness of green-up in 1995 and 1998 is striking in comparison to the average annual model for these 7 years. Late spring temperatures were significantly cooler during these two years in the west central Great Basin. Some of the general behavior of senescence for montane shrubland sites discussed above relative to Example 1 and Figures 3 and 4 , is captured by this multi-year model, although the late growing season "shoulder" is somewhat washed out compared to the single year's analysis described above. This latter behavior should not be surprising, since the model represents the seasonal mean behavior over a number of annual cycles, and one would expect some "blurring" in the year-to-year timing of senescence due to inter-annual climatic variations. Nevertheless, there seems to be a suggestion that the timing of mid to late summer senescence, namely the roll-off of the model through the late summer "shoulder" of the data, is much less variable than the timing of the onset of green-up.
Of considerable practical utility, is the ability of the algorithm to interpolate data at arbitrary time samples, specifically at times when the original data are missing or contaminated. With the failure of the AVHRR instrument on board NOAA-11 at the end of 1994, and subsequent loss of NDVI observations for over 3 months, a fundamental concern of the scientific community is how to effectively splice together the multiple years of data before and after this universal gap in order to maintain a contiguous time base and synchronous phase relations for long term studies. Clearly, the non-classical harmonic algorithm provides one means to do so. We submit that, from a statistical viewpoint, the mean annual behavior of NDVI as determined from a global analysis of samples over multiple years provides a reasonable basis for inferring the behavior of missing values during such data gaps. As illustrated in Figure 6 , the procedure generates a smooth response through the end-of-1994 data gap that nicely mimics the behaviors of NDVI values from other years in the time series for which data are available.
Conclusions
The classical Fourier methods − which include classical harmonic analysis, the DFT and FFT -use orthogonal sets of trigonometric functions (sines and cosines, or complex exponentials), and rely on specific attributes of the observed data, such as uniform sampling intervals, when estimating appropriate frequency coefficients. "Non-classical" Fourier analysis (also referred to as non-classical "harmonic" analysis) employs any combination of sine and cosine functions, along with other convenient functionals, such as, but not restricted to, power series, to represent a time series. Indeed, the term "harmonic" is used in a generalized sense to imply a set of sine and cosine pairs having any common frequency; a frequency that is not necessarily constrained to be an integer multiplier of a common fundamental frequency. While substantially more adaptable to a greater variety of practical applications, the non-classical technique involves significantly more mathematical overhead. In our view, and clearly in the view of others who have previously used such techniques (e.g. Sellers et al., 1994; 2002 , the added computational effort is well worth the investment in recouping its benefits. This is even more true when one adapts the non-classical harmonic analysis in such a way to minimize the effects of spurious oscillations usually associated with higher order harmonic series. Using the technique of "roughness damping", one can extend their analysis to significantly higher orders than has been common, with a concomitant improvement in resolution. In fact, a refined version of such a non-classical harmonic analysis, which employs preferential weighting to track the upper envelope of observed data along with roughness damping, leads to model resolutions that appear, for a single year's data, to be consistent with the higher-resolution special transcendental forms, such as asymmetric Gaussians and asymmetric logistic functions, that are currently being developed. Thus, the procedure proposed here ameliorates some of the concerns of Chen et al. (2004) regarding the tendency of their Fourier-based fitting method to have large displacements from observed NDVI values; particularly, in their terms, for "irregular" or "asymmetric" NDVI time series. Our example of montane shrubland data are indeed quite asymmetric in seasonal phenology, yet the ensemble of symmetric sine and cosine functions combine in such a way that, by extending the series to higher order with roughness damping, spurious oscillations in the modeled time series are minimized, and the upper envelope of the observed data is tracked quite well.
A particular advantage of the generalized non-classical Fourier technique is that it provides an internally consistent procedure for dealing with common problems of NDVI data: non-uniform time samples; drop-outs and substantial periods of missing values; long term, non-linear trends from inter-annual anthropogenic and natural environmental forcing phenomena; and negative bias of observations due to clouds and other atmospheric obscurations such as smoke and haze. By implementing an expectation of minimum roughness as part of the model optimization procedure, the order of the harmonic series can be significantly increased with a concomitant increase in temporal resolution of phenological markers. th order Fourier series to a single year (1996) of representative montane shrubland data, balancing series order to capture subtle details in the variations, with upper envelope weighting and roughness damping, Figure 5 . Determining an average annual model for the median value of 20 agricultural sites using a 6 th order annual harmonic series superposed on a 4 th order polynomial. Asymmetric weighting tends to fit the upper data envelope, and roughness damping tends to minimize oscillatory artifacts. The vertical shaded area at approx. 1999.4 is a short data gap. Figure 6 . An average annual model for a 1 x 1 km single montane shrubland site (at 39˚18'N, 117˚8'16"W) with a substantial data gap (from 1994.72 to 1995.05) due to sensor failure denoted by the vertical blanked area. The final (3 rd ) iteration of the non-classical form uses a 10 th order harmonic series superposed on a 0 th order polynomial (mean value). Asymmetric weighting tends to fit the upper data envelope, and roughness damping tends to minimize oscillatory artifacts. ) iteration of the nonclassical form uses a 10 th order harmonic series superposed on a 0 th order polynomial (mean value). Asymmetric weighting tends to fit the upper data envelope, and roughness damping tends to minimize oscillatory artifacts.
